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PROGRAMME
10:00

Opening

10:10

Dorothea Hilhorst: The IS Academy, what did we find?

10:30

Gary Milante: Reflections on Security and Development.
Linking research to policy

11:15

Break-out sessions round 1

12:30

Lunch

13:30

Break-out sessions round 2

15:00

Connecting the dots: reflecting on outcomes of the break-out and morning
sessions, with Dirk-Jan Koch, Winnie Wairimu and Ian Christoplos

17:00

Joost Andriessen: Closure

17:30

Drinks

FACING FRAGILITIES
PEOPLE, AID AND INSTITUTIONS
IN SOCIO-ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Issues of socio-economic development have taken centre stage in international thinking
on conflict and peace. Socio-economic development ranks high on people’s agendas and
is considered an important condition for avoiding relapse into conflict. It is increasingly
recognised that the nature of fragile and conflict-affected situations is multiplex, bringing
up questions as: How can the private sector be involved in socio-economic recovery?
What is the role of labour in food security interventions? What happens when rebels
take part in a new government? How can social movements play a role in disaster risk
reduction? And how does governance work in new urban contexts?
This conference will take stock of current knowledge on socio-economic recovery in
fragile states: what do we know, and what does this mean for policy and practice? The
event includes several cutting edge speakers, short films and small scale workshops with
key findings of the IS Academy Human Security in Fragile States, on socio-economic
recovery, governance and interventions in fragile settings.

SPEAKERS
DOROTHEA HILHORST is professor of the special chair

DIRK-JAN KOCH is regional director West and Central Africa

Humanitarian Aid and Reconstruction at Wageningen
University and the director of the IS Academy Human Security
in Fragile States. Her research focusses on the everyday
practices of humanitarian aid, disaster risk reduction,
reconstruction and peace building.

for Search for Common Ground, and a part-time professor at
the Catholic University of Kinshasa. He is a former diplomat
for the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs where he managed
the human rights, reconstruction and humanitarian portfolio
in the DRC. He has written various books, including Aid from
International NGOs and the recent Congo Codes.

GARY MILANTE is a former Senior Economist with the Global
Center on Conflict, Security and Development, World Bank and
a lead author on the World Bank’s World Development Report
2011 on Conflict, Security and Development. Dr Milante now
works from Washington DC as Programme Director at SIPRI,
focusing on the intersection of security and socio-economic
development.

WINNIE WAIRIMU is a development sociologist/anthropologist
currently based in Nairobi, Kenya. She recently received her
PhD from Wageningen University under the IS Academy on
Human Security in Fragile States programme. Her work focuses on governance and public services, food security, livelihoods
and economic development, humanitarian aid and state-society
relations.

JOOST ANDRIESSEN is the Director of the Stabilization and
Humanitarian Aid Department of the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. He is responsible for policies and programmes
on fragile states, peace building, stabilisation, good governance
and humanitarian assistance. Previously he was Ambassador
for International Organizations and Director of the Education,
Research and Culture Department, and he has worked for the
Dutch embassies in Bangladesh and Senegal.

IAN CHRISTOPLOS is evaluator and consultant, and senior
researcher in Natural Resources and Poverty at the Danish Institute for International Studies. His work spans a range of sectors, with an emphasis on agriculture, natural resource management, disaster risk reduction and humanitarian assistance.

BREAK-OUT SESSIONS
REAL PEOPLE, REAL PROBLEMS:
ARE AID INTERVENTIONS HELPING RECOVERY?
PAUL HARVEY
Aid in post-conflict recovery should ideally support people’s
own efforts to rebuild their lives. But field-based research
often reveals a considerable mismatch between the challenges
that people face and what aid interventions have to offer.
Why is this happening? What is the difference between
humanitarian actors and development organisations? What is
the role of back donors? How can we change mechanisms to
enable organisations to better tune in with changing needs?

TARGETING WINNERS OR LOSERS?
POLICY CHOICES AROUND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
WINNIE WAIRIMU
The 1990s Boutros Boutros-Ghali slogan ‘no peace without
development’ triggered attention to economic development in
fragile conditions. But how to act? One strand of international
policies focuses on the protection of vulnerable people and
the development of basic services. Another aims to build
on medium-scale entrepreneurs and to promote economic

development – an approach that reintroduces the trickledown effect into development thinking. Are the two strands
really different? Can they be complementary? What are their
consequences, and what specific risks do they bear?

LEVERS OF CHANGE:
SHOULD WE BE LOOKING MORE AT ELITES?
GEMMA VAN DER HAAR
How to find entry points for development in fragile contexts?
Local political and economic elites are often seen as spoilers.
This workshop explores if and how their role may be more
constructive. Could elites be engaged - appealing on their
sense of public responsibility - in situations of fragility,
insecurity and need? How would that interact with recovery
strategies of both more vulnerable people and aid givers?

CO-CREATING KNOWLEDGE IN FRAGILE SETTINGS:
THE POWER OF INTERACTIVE RESEARCH
DOROTHEA HILHORST
The IS academy is built on interactive methodology. People
engaged in policy and practice are not just knowledge
consumers but also knowledge actors. Our research projects

BREAK-OUT SESSIONS
are forms of collaboration where the researcher retains his/
her independence, yet interacts with stakeholders throughout
the projects in ways that recognise their complementarity.
Does it really work in practice? What do partners learn from
the interaction and can it be improved?

EXPLORING ‘THE GRAIN’:
UNDERSTANDING STATE/NON-STATE AMBIGUITY
THROUGH ART IN AZAWAD/NORTHERN MALI
RENS TWIJNSTRA
‘Working with the grain’ in fragile states has become a
popular catchall phrase to describe a sensitivity to how things
work in practice, rather than adhering to rigid formalized
and state-centred modes of engagement. With the existing
multiplicity of non-state actors, this is a tempting approach.
But what or who is ‘the grain’, how does it change and
how much do we really understand it? This session aims to
address this question through the lens of artistic expression
in the context of armed struggle for autonomous statehood in
the northern region of Mali, called ‘Azawad’.

LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND INSTITUTIONS:
A SOCIAL MOVEMENTS PERSPECTIVE
CARLOS MORALES
What happens in local communities and how does local
response evolve under fragile conditions? In communities
across the world, people organize to develop responses
to socio-political and economic challenges. This session
introduces a social movements perspective to look at
these processes and proposes an understanding of social
movements both as a social capacity to address social
problems such as disaster risk, as well as a process of social
change in itself. The session includes an entertained in-depth
discussion.

RESILIENCE IN A FRAGILE CONTEXT:
FOCUS ON THE RELIEF PROVIDER
RAIMOND DUIJSENS
The concept of fragility focuses on what does not work.
‘Resilience’ seems more positive, emphasising the capabilities
of people and communities. This session explores how
resilience of humanitarian workers is affected when crises
also affect their own livelihoods. Two volunteers from the

Lebanese Red Cross will share their experiences of working in
a city that is often the stage of violence. This will be followed
by a more academic reflection on how crises affects the ability
of humanitarian workers to make choices where and how
to provide assistance. After both contributions the session
will allow for further discussion with the panellists and the
audience.

FRIEND OR FOE?
REPRESENTATION OF AID INTERVENTIONS IN THE MEDIA
TALITHA STAM
Representation of aid and disasters in the media is
challenging, with the emergence of new media and current
criticism on aid effectiveness. Fragile settings complicate
this: take South Sudan, and explain why ‘we’ have invested
millions in a country which has now fallen back into chaos.
In this session, we invite NGOs and media to discuss this.
Should media be influenced? How do you determine what
is newsworthy, and how nuanced should the message be?
Are NGOs and media friends or foes; are media part of the
problem or part of the solution?
photo credits: Talitha Stam
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RESEARCH IN THE IS ACADEMY
LONG-TERM RESEARCH
• On the State of Business: Trade, Entrepreneurship and Real
Economic Governance in South Sudan | Rens Twijnstra
(Foreign Affairs)
• Transition or stagnation? Everyday life, food security and
recovery in post conflict northern Uganda | Winnie Wairimu
(ZOA)
• Negotiating Tradition, Power and Fragility in Afghanistan:
Institutional Innovation and Change in Value Chain Development | Holly Ritchie
• Livelihood practices within hybrid governance: local negotiations to the threat of land scarcity in expanding urban areas
of Bukavu | Fons van Overbeek (Foreign Affairs)
• The humanitarian consequences of urbanization for the Red
Cross: Challenges and opportunities in Asia’s fast growing
cities | Raimond Duijsens (Red Cross)
• Collective action and the State: The politics of post-disaster
reconstruction and disaster risk management | Carlos Morales (ICCO)
• Revolution and Accommodation: Post insurgency in El Salvador | Ralph Sprenkels (ICCO)
• The Bullets Sound Like Music To My Ears. Socialization of
Child Soldiers within African Rebel Groups | Lotte Vermeij
• State and non-state institutions in conflict-affected societ-

ies: Who do people turn to for human security? | Gemma
van der Haar/Oxfam Novib
• Local-level human security in Haiti | Talitha Stam/Cordaid

SHORT-TERM RESEARCH
• Value chains in fragile states | Sabine Hiller, Dorothea Hilhorst, Hilde van Dijkhorst, Bart Weijs
• Including conflict-affected producers in agri-food chains:
Honey business in Northern Uganda | Sarah Drost (MSM)
• Incorporating labour productivity in designing agricultural
interventions | ZOA
• An innovative enterprise-based perspective of evolving institutions in local livelihood security in Afghanistan and Kenya
| Holly Ritchie
• Responses to sexual violence in DRC | Dorothea Hilhorst
and Nynke Douma
• Land governance reform as an avenue for local statebuilding in eastern DRC | Gemma van der Haar, Mathijs van
Leeuwen
• Policy Review: International and Dutch policies in the field
of socio-economic development in fragile settings | Anette
Hoffmann (Clingendael)
More info on www.isacademyhsfs.org

PRACTICAL INFO
REGISTRATION

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

https://is-academy.eventbrite.nl before the 8th of September.

There are several tram and bus stops close to the Koninklijke
Schouwburg and The Hague Central Station is within ten
minutes walking distance.

LOCATION
The Koninklijke Schouwburg (Royal Theatre) is one of the
oldest theatres in the Netherlands and is considered the most
important podium for international performances.

PARKING

Koninklijke Schouwburg

CONTACT

Korte Voorhout 3

Bart Weijs, Coordinator of the IS Academy HSFS
e-mail: bart.weijs@wur.nl
website: www.isacademyhsfs.org

2511 CW The Hague

Garages Plein or Muzenplein

THE IS ACADEMY HUMAN SECURITY IN FRAGILE STATES
The conference is the closing event of the IS Academy Human Security in Fragile States, a five-year research project with 9 PhD candidates and a
number of shorter researches, involving the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ICCO, Oxfam Novib, Cordaid, ZOA, the Netherlands Red Cross, and
Wageningen University. The IS Academy seeks to better understand the processes of socio-economic recovery and the roles of formal and informal institutions in conditions of state fragility. See www.isacademyhsfs.org for our work and two 15-min films.
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